The Berkeley Street Pottery kiln, Gloucester
lane Timby
fortress (see Hurst 1988, 50ft). It also seems quite likely
that there were other kilns (or ovens?) in the immediate
vicinity indicated by a further possible structure in the
adjacent trench section (Hurst pers comm).
Pottery production clearly occurred in Gloucester
before this kiln was in use since vessels in identical
fabrics were stratified in military levels below the kiln.
Some of these forms were typologically earlier than the
wares associated with the kiln. At present the location
of these earlier kilns is unknown.

Introduction
Extensive excavations on Berkeley Street in the late
1960's produced one of the largest single excavated
assemblages of Roman pottery from Gloucester,
amounting to some 355 kg. The site provided a
relatively uninterrupted ceramic sequence extending
from the pre-Colonia occupation through to the late
RomanlMedieval dark loam deposits. Of particular
interest was the discovery of a kiln with a large deposit
of associated waster material. The location of the kiln
within the defences of a Roman town is exceptional
(Fig. 1).
Two other kiln sites have been identified in
Gloucester, both located outside the defensive circuit;
one at the College of Art site (Rawes 1972; 1978)
outside the southern line of the defences; the other
below the Rugby Ground near the Kingsholm fort(ress)
on the north-west side of the city (Garrod pers comm).
The products from these kilns are clearly distinct from
Severn Valley ware both in terms of fabrics and forms
and the two industries should not be confused.

Kiln fabrics
Both the College of Art kiln complex and that at
Berkeley Street produced vessels in an identical range
of fabrics. These essentially consist of two basic types:
a fme, well-Ievigated micaceous clay with few visible
inclusions, Gloucester type fabric (TF) l1A, and a
coarser sand-tempered variant of the same, TF 25.
Differing surface treatment has led to the defInition of
two further types: TF 7 for a white-slipped version of
TF l1A, and TF 3A for mica-slipped version of either
TF llA or TF 25. A white slipped version of TF 25 has
also been reported. Mortaria produced in either TFllA
or TF25 have been allocated a separate number in the
Gloucester fabric series: TF 9B.
The following sections discuss each of these four
fabrics and the main forms associated with them, using
examples both from the Berkeley Street pottery and
from Gloucester in general.

Description of Kiln
The Berkeley Street kiln lay just to the north of
Building 1,15 (Hurst 1972,41). It was of the updraught
type with its stokehole on the north side. A solid clay
tongue support projected from the back wall of an ovalshaped fIring chamber. No trace of the floor remained.
The chamber and part of the stokehole were partially
cut by a Medieval pit resulting in a small amount of
contamination of some of the kiln layers (Fig. 2a). The
stokehole and furnace were fllled with debris
comprising wasters and burnt furnace lining mixed with
charcoal and burnt loam (Fig. 2b).
It appears that the kiln may also have been sited
within the room of a building (Building 112). Logically
therefore,it can only be attributed a very short period of
use, between the demolition of the military timber
barracks belonging to what has now been interpreted as
the frrst period fortress on the site of the present city
centre, and the construction of the masonry barrack
buildings and centurions houses of the second period

Fabric TFllA
A hard, fmely micaceous fabric with few
macroscopically visible inclusions. Petrological analysis
by Tomber (1981) indicated an optically anisotropic
matrix containing abundant, moderately well-sorted,
subangular to rounded quartz. Mica is common,
particularly muscovite, with smaller quantities ofbiotite.
Other less common constituents include rounded clay
pellets, iron, quartzite, limestone, felspar and siltstone.
The wares were frred under both oxidising and reducing
conditions resulting in a variety of colours including
orange, dark grey and black. The surfaces of many
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vessels carry a high quality burnish. Some of the fonns
occurring in this fabric, along with vessels in Severn
Valley ware, were subsumed into the class of "Glevum
ware", a tenn introduced by Green (1943). The tenn no
longer has any validity for the wide range of wares
ascribed to it.

characteristic butt beaker, Camulodunum type 113
(Hawkes and Hull 1947, pI. LVII). The vessel was frred
dark grey and had rusticated decoration on the body.
Several rusticated beakers of similar type were
recovered from the Kingsholm rugby ground kiln
(Garrod pers comm).

Forms
Analysis of the material recovered from the kiln stokehole showed jars to be the most common fonn amongst
the waste material in fabric 1F l1A, accounting for
57%. The other main vessel types included bowls
(29%), lids (10%), beakers (2%), flagons (1%) and
dishes (1%). Several decorative techniques were used
including rouletting, incised wavy combed lines, barbotine dot, and rustication.

c) Carinated beaker with a concave upper walV rim.
Broadly similar to Cam. type 120 (Hawkes and Hull
1947, pI. LVIII). Generally in a fine black or dark grey
coloured fabric.

i) Jars
a) Wide-mouthed necked jars (Fig. 3,1-15). These
vessels are usually plain apart from a cordon at the base
of the neck in some examples. The surfaces are frequently carefully burnished. The rim shape varies from
quite angular to rounded and in some examples there is
a slight collar below the lip. A single decorated example
was present with a knicked cordon below which was a
zone of vertical burnished lines.

b) Honey jars. Globular bodied jars with two small
handles attached to the rim. A continental fonn introduced into Britain around the conquest period. Examples
of this vessel type occur in the pre-kiln levels at
Berkeley Street.
c) Other jars. A variety of other variants in rim and
body shape occur but never in any great quantity. Of
particular note is a cordoned carinated jar with a wellburnished finish.
ii) Beakers

a) Ovoid-bodied beakers with short, everted rims
varying from rounded to quite angular in shape (Fig. 3,
16-19,23).
The examples from the kiln group showed a variety
of decorative techniques/ finishes including burnishing,
zones of rouletting, combed wavy lines, white paint and
incised line designs. Examples of similar beakers from
other sites in Gloucester also show the use of barbotine
dot panels (cf. Hassall and Rhodes 1974, fig. 17, E42)
and barbotine hair-pin decorations (Hassall and Rhodes
op cit fig. 17, ER40 and 36). A similar vessel was
recovered from the Barnwood cemetery (Clifford 1930,
fig. 12,13). The earliest examples from the Berkeley
Street site occur in levels below the kiln dated to the
pre-Flavian period (phase 2B), with further examples in
the stokehole.
b) Bevelled rim beakers (Fig. 3,22). A single
example of a beaker slightly devolved from the

(iii) Flagons
Flagons in unslipped 1F l1A are relatively rare. Some
of the sherds among the waster material were probably
once slipped though little, if any, trace of this remains
for many sherds. A single vessel with missing handles
was recovered from the College of Art kilns (Rawes
1972, fig. 7, 118). Of the examples that have been
recorded from Gloucester a variety of rim shapes occur
and both single and double-handled fonns noted (eg Fig.
5, 62), but many appear to occur as one-off types and
do not seem to have been produced in any great
numbers.
Another fonn of note from Gloucester is a twohandled vessel with a cylindrical neck. Several examples
came from the New Market Hall site (Hassall and
Rhodes 1974, fig. 23, MI--6», where the earliest seems
to be c AD 120. Further examples occur in the North
Gate assemblage from the late 2nd century (Ireland
1983, fig. 67, 105), from the College of Art site (Rawes
1972, fig. 7, 115) and from Westgate Street (Hunter
1968, fig. 3, 3).
(iv) Platters
a) Flat based platters with curving walls. Occur in
fabrics 25, 3A and llA (Fig. 5, 63--67).
(v) Bowls

a) Hemispherical bowls (Fig. 4, 33-40). Hemispherical bowl with either a flat base with a footring or
with a pronounced omphalos base. This bowl fonn was
a particularly common one accounting for 27% of the
total assemblage from the kiln in fabric llA. Examples
are generally plain apart from occasional girth grooves,
although a few rarer examples are rouletted. Grey or
black examples appear to be more common than
oxidised types and a very fine polished fmish was
achieved. A reduced example from New Market Hall
(Hassall and Rhodes 1974, fig. 23, M20) and sherds
from Berkeley Street (Phase 3B, LXIII25/26) show the
characteristic "London ware" style of incised decoration.
A number of slight variants on the basic fonn also
occur.
The hemispherical bowl has a well attested
Continental antecedence (Greene 1979, 111) and
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numerous examples have been documented on early
British military sites. For example at Usk, Gwent, the
form ftrst appears before AD 70 and continues to
feature through the Flavian period (Greene op cit type
7, ftg. 47). Other examples are known from Flavian
deposits in London (Marsh 1978, 176); Richborough
(Cunliffe 1968, pI. LXXVI, 583) and Caerleon where it
is suggested that the examples with the omphalos bases
are earlier in date (Boon 1970, 60 and ftg. 19, 1).
b) Straight-sided bowls (Fig. 4, 42). Straight-sided or
slightly flared rim bowls. The walls are either plain or
decorated with a burnished line lattice. The earliest
examples from the Berkeley Street site derive from
horizons above the kiln suggesting that this form
belongs to a later phase of the Gloucester industry. All
the known examples are in reduced fabrics.
c) Flanged-rim bowls (Fig. 4, 46). Deep, hemispherically-bodied bowls occasionally with a low
carination. The rim may be flat or slightly angled with
a plain or grooved surface. The rim shape varies from
rectangular to wedge-shaped. Three examples were
recovered from the kiln stokehole, others have been
recovered from later levels. The same form occurs in
fabrics TF25 and TF3A.
d) Bowls with a triangular-shaped rim. These vessels
are not common and probably represent a later phase of
the industry.
e) Miscellaneous bowls! dishes (Fig. 4, 41, 44-45).
(vi) Lids. (Fig. 4, 51-60)

Of the vessels recovered from the kiln stokehole 10%
comprised lid fragments in fabric 1FIIA. Forms include
both concave and convex profIles. The lips vary from
angular to rounded, beaded or up-turned. Few examples
were complete but some showed a hollowed-out knob
with a flat upper surface.

Fabric TF7
This fabric is identical in all respects to 1F11A. The
surface of the vessels are covered in a chalky-white slip
of variable thickness. The majority of the vessels are
oxidised although several of the wasters are grey or
brown in colour.
Forms
(i) Flagons

a) Collared-rim flagon (Fig. 5, 74). There were no
examples of this flagon type associated with the kiln
assemblage although vessels were recovered from the
earlier levels on the site in both fabrics 1F11A and TF7.
The collared flagon is generally replaced by other types
such as the ring-necked flagon from the Flavian period.
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b) Ring-necked flagons (Fig. 3, 27-31). Single
handled, ring-necked flagons accounted for 93% of the
TF7 assemblage from the Berkeley Street kiln. The
same form occurs with similar frequency from the
College of Art kilns (Rawes 1972, 44). The bases
usually show a slight footring and the strap handles
range from two to four rib varieties.
c) Other flagon forms. Examples of other flagon
forms in TF7 from the kiln are limited to just two
vessels shown in Fig. 3, 25, 26.
(ii) Jars (Fig. 5, 73)
Not a very popular form in this fabric but examples of
wide-mouthed jars and honey jars have been recorded.

(Ui) Tazze

Although there are no examples of tazze from the kiln
site the form has been documented elsewhere in
Gloucester, for example from early to mid 2nd century
contexts at the East Gate site (Ireland 1983, fig. 67,
114-7); the College of Art site (Rawes 1972, ftg. 8,
145~; and New Market Hall (Hassall and Rhodes
1974, fig. 13A, 95).

Fabric TF25
This fabric resembles 1F11A but is distinguished by a
coarser texture produced by the addition of a moderately
fine quartz sand temper. The majority of the vessels are
in oxidised colours and a small percentage have a white
or micaceous slipped finish. The ware is not common
amongst the waster material associated with the kiln
with only one sherd identified. The fabric is, however,
well represented from phases pre-dating and
contemporary with the kiln. The fabric is similarly
poorly represented at the College of Art kiln site.
i) Jars

a) Necked jars (Fig. 5, 77). Wide-mouthed vessels
with everted, slightly thickened rims, and plain
undecorated bodies. The bases are flat or slightly raised.
b) Honey jars (Fig. 3, 20).
c) Carinated jar (Fig. 5, 75). A single example of a
small jar with a carinated shoulder and a simple
inturned rim was recovered from one of the early
military layers. The form is one that can be paralleled
on a number of continental military sites (Greene
1973,31). It also features on other British military sites
in "local" fabrics, for example, Usk (Darling 1977, fig.
6.4, 13) and Kingsholm (Hurst 1985, fig. 25,34), as well
as on some non-military pre-Flavian pottery production
sites, for example Sugar Loaf Court, London (Chadburn
and Tyers 1984, 18). The form had devolved into a
more general jar form by the Flavian period.
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d) Large jar with a moulded rim (Fig. 5, 76).
An unusual vessel from the military phase. The fOnD is
difficult to parallel but resembles to some degree the
Rhenish type Gose (1950) fOnD 541.
(iii) Bowls

a) Flanged rim bowls. Bowls with horizontal or
downward projecting flat rims with either plain or
grooved surfaces. The vessel body is either rounded or
shows a low carination. The same fOnD also occurs in
TF11A and tends to be quite common from the Flavian
period through to the mid 2nd century (cf. Marsh and
Tyers 1978, 571).
(iv) Platters

a) Curved wall platters (cf. Ireland 1983, fig. 73, 290).
(v) Lids

Fabric TF3A
This variant was nOnDally fired to a fully oxidised
condition and covered with a thin golden micaceous
slip. The fabric is usually the fmer TF11A although a
few examples in TF25 are also known. Like TF25 this
fabric variant did not feature greatly amongst material
associated with the kiln with only one unique vessel
recovered. There were, however, several vessels
associated with the contaminated kiln layers. By contrast
the College of Art site yielded a large quantity of
vessels in TF3A from amongst the waste material,
particularly from that in Pit E and to a lesser extent
from kiln 2 (Rawes 1972, fig. 3, 29, fig. 4, 31-4, 43;
fig. 5, 59, 64, 68; fig. 7, 107; fig. 8, 134; fig. 9, 156).
The following list of fOnDS is largely based on material
from both the kiln sites. A study of any other industry
producing mica-slipped wares in the later 1st and early
2nd century in Britain shows an almost identical
repertoire of fOnDs, for example Holt, Denbighshire
(Grimes 1930); Wanborough, Wiltshire, London and
Staines (Marsh 1978, 195ft).
(i) Flagon (Fig.3.21)

A single example of a two handled flagon or bottle with
a cylindrical body was recovered from the kiln
stokehole. The neck and rim are lost but enough
remains of the handle to suggest a strap, four-rib type.
The nearest parallel to this fOnD, perhaps imitating a
glass vessel, is a vessel from the Holt kilns dated to the
late 1st-early 2nd century (Grimes 1930, fig. 68, 125).

(iii) Bowls

a) Bowl with a hemispherical or slightly carinated
body and a plain or grooved flanged rim which is either
horizontal or down-turned.
The same fOnD occurs in TFllA, TF25 and TF213,
the latter being a fabric specifically associated with the
Kingsholm military site and probably produced locally
(Hurst 1985, fig. 30, 181-6). (Marsh 1978, type 35).
b) Tripod bowl (Fig. 5, 72). (Marsh 1978, type 27).
Evidence for the existence of these fOnDS is seen in the
recovery of a number of detached legs from Berkeley
Street At the College of Art site the legs are attached
to a reeded-rim carinated bowl (Rawes 1972, fig. 4,
38-9). Similar fOnDS from London appear to last into
the early 2nd century (Marsh op cit 160).
c) Flanged bowl. (Marsh 1978, type 34.11; Rawes
1972, fig. 4, 37). Deep bowl with an overhanging
flange. (Fig. 5, 70).
The same fOnD occurs in TF11A.
d) Flanged dish. (Marsh 1978, type 34.1). A single,
shallow, curved wall vessel with a downward projecting
flange below a low bead (Rawes 1972. fig. 4, 49).
e) Carinated bowls. (Marsh 1978, type 44; Rawes
1972, fig. 4, 31-4; fig. 3, 29). Examples from the
College of Art site are either plain or rouletted. Copies
of this Continental fOnD are also present in "legionary
ware" at Usk and Wroxeter (Darling 1977, fig. 6.5,21;
fig. 6.7.21-2). Imitations were also made in London
during the Flavian period and in York in the early 2nd
century (Marsh 1978, 180).
t) Hemispherical bowls. (Marsh 1978 type 42/43;
Rawes 1972 fig. 9, 144). Hemispherical bowls with flat
or omphalos bases as those found in TF11A. The bodies
are either plain or decorated with rouletting.
(iv) Platters (Fig. 5.71)

a) Curved wall platter. (Marsh 1978, type 24; Rawes
1972, fig. 3, 2,5). Simple curved wall platters with
either flat or slightly recessed bases. A variant shows a
slight step in the external profile.
(v) Cup

a) Flanged hemispherical cup imitating the Samian
fOnD Dragendorff type 38.

(U) Beaker

a) Plain ovoid beaker with a small everted rim (Fig.
5, 69). A common fOnD introduced from the Continent
and found on many British sites from the Flavian period
through to the early 2nd century. (Marsh 1978, type 22).
b) Indented beaker (Fig. 5, 68). (Marsh 1978, type 21).

Fabric 9B
This "fabric" designation is used specifically for the
mortaria thought to be produced from the Gloucester
kilns. A number of waster fragments, particularly
detached spouts were associated with the Berkeley
Street kiln (Fig. 4, 47-50). The fabrics used were
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TFIIA, 1F7 and TF25. The latter featured both as plain
and slipped types. Amongst the pieces from the kiln
stokehole were two flange fragments bearing potters
stamps interpreted as "Cunda" or "Candidus" (Fig. 4,
48) (K. Hartley pers comm). Amongst the material from
the College of Art site was a mortaria with the stamp
ATERE RIPANI (Rawes 1972, MlO) in TFIIA. Sherds
of similar form and fabric to this piece have been found
from Berkeley Street but without evidence of the
maker's stamps. Typologically these are dated to AD
60-90. Several sherds in TF25 came from the levels
below the kiln indicating a possible earlier phase of
mortaria production in Gloucester than this kiln. The
waster material from the kiln stokehole is dated
typologically to AD 60-90 by K. Hartley.

Miscellaneous
In addition to the vessel types briefly itemised above a
number of other items were found from Berkeley Street
which may well have been associated with the kiln or
pottery production.
a) A crudely made, well-fIred container probably a
saggar was present in the assemblage, although
unfortunately unstratifIed. The item is handmade with
deeply scored fInger grooves on the interior surface and
rough trimming marks on the exterior (Fig. 4, 61).
b) Lamp chimney (Fig. 5,81). A number of sherds
belonging to a fIne example of a lamp chimney were
recovered from layers associated with the kiln and kiln
stokehole. A complete profIle is reconstructable. The
fabric is a very hard, well-fIred and dark reddish-brown
to grey in colour. The fme textured clay contains specks
of white limestone and resembles TFIIA. The chimney
is slumped to one side and the circular base is distorted.
The lower sherds show evidence of spalling. The
chimney stands to about 410mm in height with a base
diameter of approximately 160mm. The object, although
of quite a complicated structure, has not been fmished
off in any way, the surface being marked by numerous
irregularities and trimming marks. The chimney was
manufactured by fIrst throwing a slightly tapering
cylinder of clay on the wheel. The apertures were then
cut out fairly crudely with a knife. The upper tiers have
triangular shaped openings with rounded heads whilst
the lowest tier shows slightly more irregular, rounded
holes. The knife marks extend beyond the openings and
the resultant splaying of these indicates that they were
done when the clay was still fairly soft and wet Once
the openings had been made, the four bands, two fluted
and two plain were applied to the body. The top of the
chimney is open and the top edges cut with a knife.
No other examples of lamp chimneys were recovered
from the site and, in fact, only one other fragment has
been documented from Gloucester (Hurst 1986, 85).
Lamp chimneys are generally quite rare and only a few
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examples have been recorded from both Britain and the
Continent. From Britain, two of the best known
examples are those from Verulamium (Wheeler 1936,
pI. XII) and Ashtead, Surrey (Lowther 1934). The
Gloucester example although slightly smaller than both
these with only four tiers as opposed to six, shares
many features. For example, it is open at the top like
the Verularnium piece but has the cruder build and
simliar shaped openings to the Ashtead example which
is basically a tile fabric.
Lamp chimneys still remain something of an enigma.
They were the subject of a posthumous article based on
research by Lowther (1976) whose discussion of various
possible uses ranged from ritual or votive incense
burners to items of roof furniture. Lowther concluded
that lamp chimneys were either functioning chimneys to
exhaust hot gases from buildings or, in the case of
closed examples, ornamental fmials. An interesting
corollary to his treatise is the possible association of
lamp chimneys with pottery production following an
idea fust proposed in 1942 by Behrens (Lowther 1976,
note 3). The context of the Berkeley Street chimney
would lend credence to this proposal.
There is little available dating evidence for lamp
chimneys in Britain but for the examples from Ashtead,
Verulamium and Caerleon a 2nd century date has been
suggested (Lowther op dt 37).
c) Fig. 5, 78. A handle-shaped piece of f1l'ed clay in
TF25 apparently fmished off at one end but fractured at
the other. It does not appear to have been fIxed to a
vessel and may either be a trial piece or possibly a
piece of kiln furniture.
d) Six fragments of an object in TF25. The pieces do
not join but appear to come from the same item. Three
of the fragments are fInished off to a rim (or base)
suggesting a rounded, slightly tapered item
approximately 336 mm diameter at the top. The outer
surfaces are roughly incised with diagonal crossed lines.
possibly to act as keying for mortar (Fig. 5, 79-80)

Chronology of the Berkeley Street kiln
Re-interpretation of the stratigraphy of the site (Hurst
1988 and forthcoming) combined with a study of the
waster material associated with the kiln has indicated
that the excavated kiln was in use in the later Flavian
period (contra Hurst 1972,40-1). Stratigraphically the
activity of the potter must date to the period before the
construction of the second fortress, possibly not later,
therefore, than AD 86/87 (Hurst pers comm). The vessel
types have a distinctive Flavian aura, many still
reflecting characteristic continental features which
generally .become devolved by the 2nd century. These
features do not appear to be primary in nature and the
vessel repertoire as indicated by the waster material is
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typical of many of the later Flavian kilns found in
Britain at this time, for example in the London
(Highgate Wood) and Verulamium regions (Marsh and
Tyers 1978, 534 ft). The kiln itself is of a construction
very much in vogue in the Flavian and Trajanic periods
in Britain and has a specifically Roman pedigree (Swan
1984,87).
Assessing the precise chronology of the Berkeley
Street kiln is hampered by two factors. Firstly, the
significant quantities of sherds in fabrics identical to
those from the kiln from the pre-kiln Neronian-Flavian
levels indicate earlier pottery production using similar
raw materials and technology. Secondly, the
subsidence of layers above the kiln into the kiln itself
has caused some contamination by clearly later
material. In addition, many of the forms produced at
this time, notably the ring-necked flagons, continued
with little typological change well into the 2nd century
AD. Other dating evidence is provided by the mortaria
found amongst the waster material which have been
independently dated c AD 70-90 by K. Hartley.
Scraps of Samian from the kiln structure include a
South Gaulish cup (Drag. 27) of probable Flavian date
and a dish (Drag. 18 or 18R) of Flavian (or Trajanic)
date. A sherd from a bowl of Neronian-early Flavian
date was recovered from a layer associated with the
kiln. These finds do not contradict a late Flavian
period of use.
Very few of the Roman sites in Gloucester excavated
down to 1st century AD levels have made a distinction
between the earlier military levels of Neronian -early
Flavian date (now Hurst 1988 first period fortress
phase) and the later 1st century levels. Pottery has
generally been dated to the second half of the 1st
century thus obscuring any possible distinction between,
for example military versus civilian. Sites where such a
distinction can be made include the earlier military site
at Kingsholm (Hurst 1985) and the forum site
(Gloucester site 85/68) (Hurst 1972,52 ff. and
forthcoming). The vessels recovered from the earlier
military levels represented at both these sites along with
the first fortress phase at Berkeley Street typologically
overlap with the material from the kiln but at the same
time show a certain distinctiveness that can be paralleled
with early-mid Flavian production elsewhere in Britain.
Such potting activity has frequently been attributed to
immigrants from the Continent following in the wake or
in the employ of the army. Although at present the
sample of wares from these earlier levels in Gloucester
is small, the products can be paralleled by material from
the Sugar Loaf Court kiln(s) in London, probably in
production during the Neronian period (Chadbum and
Tyers 1984). The shared forms include reeded rim
carinated bowls, necked jars, honey jars, collared rim
flagons and "fineware" hemispherical cups. The latter at
present have only been found at Kingsholm in TFIIA.
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These forms can be widely paralleled amongst early
military assemblages on the continent, in particular from
forts along the Rhine frontier.
The recent discovery of kiln activity at the
Kingsholm rugby ground and the presence of a small
quantity of the "Gloucester" kiln fabrics amongst the
Kingsholm material might suggest that it is in this
direction that we should be looking for the earlier phase
of the Gloucester industry.
The mica-slipped wares (TF3A) are noticeably absent
from amongst the earlier assemblages and it seems that
in contrast to the other kiln fabrics (TFllA, 7 and 25)
TF3A did not become popular until the very late 1stearly 2nd century. This sudden popularity in micaslipped wares is paralleled at many sites, notably York,
Caerleon, London, and Holt. It has been suggested that
it was prompted by a decline in the quantity of Samian
available with the transferal of production from the
South Gaulish to the Central Gaulish area (Marsh 1978,
207).
The chronological relationship between the kilns on
the College of Art site to those on Berkeley Street site
is difficult to establish. Like the Berkeley Street
assemblage, the College of Art kilns do not include any
fineware copies of pre-Flavian types. The latter
assemblage is also devoid of some of the other
Neronian-Flavian vessel forms associated with the
earlier military levels, such as, collared rim flagons,
honey jars, lamps, mortaria and high shouldered
jars/beakers. There is, however, considerable overlap
with some of the commoner forms between the two
sites such as the ring-necked flagons, necked jars and
hemispherical bowls. The ring-necked flagon is a very
common form in the Flavian to Hadrianic period
replacing the earlier collared flagons. The change is well
documented at the Verulamium (Brockley Hill) potteries
(Tyers 1983). Around AD 120-125 these are in turn
replaced by a new development with a short expanded
ring-neck (Marsh and Tyers 1978, forms IB6-lO, fig.
232). This type does not appear in the Gloucester kiln
assemblages.
The area in which the College of Art kilns are
located is thought from a number of observations, to
have been metalled both in the Flavian and Colonia
(c AD 120/125) periods (p. Garrod pers comm; see also
Hurst 1974, figs. 9 and 10). This suggests a period of
c 20-25 years between the two metallings. Towards the
latter part of the 1st century buildings had encroached
onto this metalled area outside the walls but were
removed for the second metalling. Although the sections
from the College of Art site do not record any such
metallings (Rawes 1972) it has been observed on
adjacent watching-brief sites and it is suggested that
perhaps the kilns were set up in this area between the
two metallings possibly after the period of military
occupation. This would place the use of the kilns to the
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late Flavian or early Trajanic periods, probably slightly
later than, the Berkeley Street site. Further collaborative
evidence for such a date is suggested by the quantity of
mica-slipped ware (TF3A) present. A particularly large
quantity of this was recovered from Pit E which appears
to be a kiln waste deposit along with 2nd century
Samian (Rawes 1972, 29-30). The dominance of TF3A
would indicate that the College of Art kilns were still in
use after the Berkeley Street area had been abandoned.
It should be noted that it is possible that more than one
phase of production is represented at the College of Art
pottery, but the nature of the excavation record makes
it impossible to reconstruct the complete sequence of
events.
It is clear from pottery work in Gloucester that
production continued beyond the last phases associated
with both the kiln sites discussed above. Gloucester
wares tend to dominate most assemblages in the early
2nd century gradually diminishing towards the mid-later
2nd century. One noticeable feature of the later products
is the increase of grey wares over the lighter coloured
oxidised wares. This may reflect an attempt to hold on
to a flagging market in the face of competition from the
predominantly oxidised Severn Valley wares.
In summary therefore, it seems that pottery
production was underway at a very early period during
or perhaps just before the fIrst military fortress at
Gloucester city. The nature of the vessels, basic
Romanised types, would suggest that the kilns were set
up initially to supply the army. Whether these were run
by military or civilian potters in the fIrst instance is
impossible to determine. The recent discovery of a
pottery production site out towards Kingsholm and the
presence of small amounts of the Gloucester kiln fabrics
from the occupation deposits associated with the
Kingsholm fortress might indicate that this particularly
production commenced just before Kingsholm was
abandoned. It has already been established that
Kingsholm was supplied by its own pottery kilns whose
fabrics can easily be distinguished from those of the
kilns currently under discussion (see Hurst 1985, 78-84;
Timby 1990). The relationship between the Kingsholm
wares and the Gloucester wares is not yet known
although it is clear that the former predate the latter. It
is also noticeable that few of the Kingsholm products
appear in the earliest Gloucester military levels. It
would seem that at some point after the fIrst period
fortress was established and before the second period
rebuild had been effected pottery production took place
at Berkeley Street within the defences. Contemporary
with this or slightly after, a pottery was established just
outside the southern line of the defences on the College
of Art site. It is not known whether these kilns were
still controlled by the military or had been transferred
into the hands of civilians benefitting from the
expanding market with the founding of the Colonia.

Production seems to have been intense at this period
with products dominating early 2nd century
assemblages. Mica-slipped wares were also introduced
into the repertoire. From the early 2nd century,
however, there seems to be increasing competition from
other pottery sources, initially Severn Valley wares, to
be followed by Dorset black burnished wares (Timby in
prep.) It seems that the local industry was unable to
compete and the corresponding decline in Gloucester
wares is matched by a surge in Severn Valley ware. It
seems likely that the now firmly established market in
the area and a newly Romanised population possibly
stimulated already existing workshops in the Lower
Severn into a full-scale industry with more organised
marketing. Severn Valley wares certainly achieved a
much wider market than the Gloucester potters' whose
products show a very limited distribution beyond the
immediate limits of the City and its suburbs.

J. Timby (Revised from text prepared in 1985)
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